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**ACCESSORIES**

**Reuseable Sp02 Sensors**

- **ACC VSM 161:** 5" Sp02 Extension Cable
- **ACC VSM 168:** Neonatal Wrap Sensor (Not Available in USA (Market))
- **ACC VSM 162:** Ear Sensor
- **ACC VSM 167:** Infant wrap sensor
- **ACC VSM 170:** Paediatric finger sensor (5-15Kg)
- **ACC VSM 171M:** Adult Reuseable Sp02 sensor
- **ACC VSM 232:** Neonatal Tape Attachment (Box of 50) For use with ACC VSM 168
- **ACC VSM 233:** Infant Tape Attachment (Box of 50) For use with ACC VSM 167
Disposable SpO2 Sensors

ACC VSM 163: 
Adult finger sensor (> 45Kg) - Box 10

ACC VSM 164: 
Paediatric Finger Sensor (15-45Kg) - box 10

ACC VSM 165: 
Neonatal finger sensor (< 3Kg) -Box 10 (not Available in USA Market)

ACC VSM 166: 
Infant finger sensor (3 - 15Kg) - box 10

Hardware

ACC 47: 
IV Pole Attachment

ACC VSM 172: 
Carry Case

ACC VSM 174: 
MP1R Desk stand/Charger

SP-75071: 
Power Adaptor

Country Specific Adapters
UK: MP1R-ADAPT-UK
Australia: MP1R-ADAPT-AUST
Euro: MP1R-ADAPT-EURO
USA/Japan: MP1R-ADAPT-US/J
ROW: MP1R-ADAPT-ROW
Accessories Non Invasive Blood Pressure Cuffs

ACC VSM 237:
Infant 6-11cm cuff

ACC VSM 276:
Adult 20-28cm cuff

ACC VSM 279:
Adult 46-68cm cuff

ACC VSM 274:
Infant 10-19cm cuff

ACC VSM 275:
Pediatric 18-26cm cuff

ACC VSM 277:
Adult 25-35cm cuff

ACC VSM 278:
Adult 33-47cm cuff

ACC VSM 279:
Pediatric 18-26cm cuff

ACC VSM 284:
NIBP hose -3M
Accessories Non Invasive Blood Pressure

- ACC VSM 280: Neonatal Disposable Cuff #1 (3.0-5.5cm)
- ACC VSM 281: Neonatal Disposable Cuff #2 (4.0-7.6cm)
- ACC VSM 282: Neonatal Disposable Cuff #3 (5.6-10.6cm)
- ACC VSM 283: Neonatal Disposable Cuff #4 (7.0-12.8cm)

Accessories - SpO2 own brand

- ACC VSM 289: Adult Reusable SpO2 sensor (10ft)
- ACC VSM 290: SpO2 Extension cable 8ft
- ACC VSM 291: Adult Reuseable SpO2 Sensor 3ft (DB9F)
  Compatible with ACC VSM: 290
- ACC VSM 292: Neonatal / Paediatric Wrap (DB9F)
  Compatible with ACC VSM: 290

Accessories - SpO2 Nellcor

- ACC NEL DOC10: Reusable Extension Cable-10ft
- ACC NEL DS100A: Adult Nellcor Reusable SpO2 Sensor - 3ft
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**Hardware**

- **ACC VSM 153:** GCX Mobile Cart with Integral storage Basket
- **ACC VSM 154:** GCX Wall Mount
- **ACC VSM 288:** Fixing kit for 153/154
- **ACC VSM 294:** IV Pole Clamp
- **ACC VSM 187:** Utility Hook (use with ACC VSM 154)
- **ACC VSM 189:** 3.5” Utility Basket (use with ACC VSM 154)

**Temperature**

- **ACC VSM 293:** Lens filter for thermometer (200pcs - 10 boxes)
- **ACC VSM 286:** Lens filter for thermometer (800pcs - 40 boxes)
- **ACC VSM 287:** Lens filter for thermometer (8000pcs - 400 boxes)
ACCESSORIES

ECG

ACC VSM 300:
3 Way ECG Cable (IEC)

ACC VSM 301:
5 Way ECG Cable (IEC)

ACC VSM 302:
12 Way ECG Cable (IEC)

ACC VSM 303:
3 Way Neonatal Trunk

ACC VSM 201:
Pre Wired Neonatal electrodes (box of 40)

SpO2 Own brand

ACC VSM 290:
SpO2 Extension cable 8ft

ACC VSM 291:
Adult Reusable SpO2 Finger Sensor, 3ft

ACC VSM 292:
Neonatal / Paediatric SpO2 Wrap Sensor, 3ft

ACC VSM 289:
Adult Reusable SpO2 Finger Sensor (10ft)
### Sp02 Own brand

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACC VSM 304:</th>
<th>ACC VSM 305:</th>
<th>ACC VSM 306:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neonatal Disposable Sp02 Sensor</td>
<td>Adult Soft Tip Sensor</td>
<td>Paediatric Soft Tip Sensor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACC VSM 307:</th>
<th>ACC VSM 308:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infant Soft Tip Sensor</td>
<td>Neonatal Siliocne Wrap Sensor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Sp02 Nellcor Oximax (compatible)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACC VSM 309:</th>
<th>ACC VSM 310:</th>
<th>ACC VSM 311:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DOC10 Compatible Extension Cable (Oximax)</td>
<td>DS100A Compatible Sensor (Oximax)</td>
<td>Neonatal Disposable Sp02 Sensor (Oximax Compatible)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACC VSM 312:</th>
<th>ACC VSM 313:</th>
<th>ACC VSM 314:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paediatric Disposable Sp02 Sensor (Oximax Compatible)</td>
<td>Adult Disposable Sp02 Sensor (Oximax Compatible)</td>
<td>Adult Soft Tip Sensor (Oximax Compatible)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACC VSM 315:</th>
<th>ACC VSM 316:</th>
<th>ACC VSM 317:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paediatric Soft Tip Sensor (Oximax Compatible)</td>
<td>Infant Soft Tip Sensor (Oximax Compatible)</td>
<td>Neonatal Silicone Wrap Sensor (Oximax Compatible)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NiBP Reuseable Cuffs

ACC VSM 273:
Infant 6-11cm cuff

ACC VSM 274:
Infant 10-19cm cuff

ACC VSM 275:
Pediatric 18-26cm cuff

ACC VSM 276:
Adult 20-28cm cuff

ACC VSM 277:
Adult 25-35cm cuff

ACC VSM 278:
Adult 33-47cm cuff

ACC VSM 279:
Adult 46-66cm cuff

ACC VSM 284:
NIBP hose -3M

NiBP Single Use Cuffs

ACC VSM 280: Neonatal Disposable Cuff #1 (3.0-5.5cm)
ACC VSM 281: Neonatal Disposable Cuff #2 (4.0-7.6cm)
ACC VSM 282: Neonatal Disposable Cuff #3 (5.6-10.6cm)
ACC VSM 283: Neonatal Disposable Cuff #4 (7.0-12.8cm)
**NiBP Single Use Cuffs (5pcs)**

- ACC VSM 318: Adult Single Use Cuff 45-56cm
- ACC VSM 319: Adult Single Use Cuff 36.5-46cm
- ACC VSM 320: Adult Single Use Cuff 27.5-36.5cm
- ACC VSM 321: Adult Single Use Cuff 20.5-28.5cm
- ACC VSM 322: Paediatric Single Use Cuff 13.8-21.5cm
- ACC VSM 323: Infant Single Use Cuff 9-14.8cm

**Temperature**

- ACC VSM 324: Adult Surface Temp Sensor (10k)
- ACC VSM 325: Adult Internal Temp Sensor (10k)
- ACC VSM 326: NEO Internal Temp Sensor (10k)
- ACC VSM 327: NEO Surface Temp Sensor (10k)
Invasive Blood Pressure

ACC VSM 328: IBP Interface cable with Abbott connector
ACC VSM 330: IBP Interface cable with B&D connector
ACC VSM 332: IBP Interface cable with Braun connector
ACC VSM 334: IBP Interface cable with Edwards connector
ACC VSM 336: IBP Interface cable with Utah connector

ACC VSM 329: Disposable pressure transducer (option 1) kit (Abbott)
ACC VSM 331: Disposable pressure transducer kit (BD)
ACC VSM 333: Disposable pressure transducer kit (Braun)
ACC VSM 335: Disposable pressure transducer kit (Edwards)
ACC VSM 337: Disposable pressure transducer kit (Utah)
EtCO₂ Side Stream (box of 10)

ACC VSM 203: Adult Nasal Cannula
ACC VSM 204: Paediatric Nasal Cannula
ACC VSM 205: Infant/Neonatal Nasal Cannula

ACC VSM 238: Adult Nasal Cannula with filter (high humidity)
ACC VSM 239: Paediatric Nasal Cannula with filter (high humidity)
ACC VSM 240: Infant/Neonatal Nasal Cannula with filter (high humidity)

ACC VSM 206: Straight Sampling Line (10)
ACC VSM 207: Straight Sampling Line with Filter High Humidity (10)
ACC VSM 208: Adult/Paediatric Airway Adaptor Kit (10)

ACC VSM 209: Infant/Neonatal Airway Adaptor Kit (10)
ACC VSM 210: Adult/Paediatric Airway Adaptor Kit with Filter High Humidity (10)
ACC VSM 211: Infant/Neonatal Airway Adaptor Kit with Filter High Humidity (10)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACC VSM 341:</th>
<th>ACC VSM 342:</th>
<th>ACC VSM 343:</th>
<th>ACC VSM 344:</th>
<th>ACC VSM 345:</th>
<th>ACC VSM 346:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CAPNOStat 5 Main Stream sensor</td>
<td>Mainstream sensor interface cable</td>
<td>Disposable airway adapter Adult / Paediatric (10)</td>
<td>Disposable airway adapter Infant / Neonatal (10)</td>
<td>Reusable airway adapter Adult / Paediatric</td>
<td>Reusable airway adapter Infant / Neonatal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EtCO2 Main Stream**

Huntleigh Healthcare Ltd. - Diagnostic Products Division
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ACC VSM 153:
GCX Mobile Cart with Integral storage Basket

ACC VSM 154:
GCX Wall Mount

ACC VSM 187:
Utility Hook (use with ACC VSM 154)

ACC VSM 189:
3.5” Utility Basket (use with ACC VSM 154)

ACC VSM 349:
Fixing Kit

ACC VSM 348:
Earth Cable

ACC VSM 347:
Printer Paper 50mm - 20m (with Grid)
smartsigns LitePlus
ACCESSORIES

**Accessories**

**ACC VSM 153:**
GCX Mobile Cart with Integral storage Basket

**ACC VSM 154:**
GCX Wall Mount

**ACC VSM 159:**
GCX Roll Stand and wall bracket fixing kit

**ACC VSM 175:**
GCX Horizontal rail mount

**ACC VSM 187:**
Utility Hook (use with ACC VSM 154)

**ACC VSM 189:**
3.5” Utility Basket (use with ACC VSM 154)

**ACC VSM 04:**
Soft Pouch Carry Bag

**Temperature**

**ACC VSM 43:**
Oral Probe - single (MK1 module only)

**ACC VSM 44:**
Rectal Probe - single (MK1 module only)

**ACC VSM 45:**
Probe Covers - 1000pcs
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ACC VSM 193:
Suretemp Plus Oral Probe - single (version 3 only)

ACC VSM 194:
Suretemp Plus Rectal Probe - single (version 3 only)

Disposable NiBP Cuffs (box of 5)
ACC VSM 223: Infant (8-13cm)
ACC VSM 224: Child (12-19cm)
ACC VSM 225: Small Adult (17-25cm)
ACC VSM 226: Adult (23-33cm)
ACC VSM 227: Large Adult (31-40cm)
ACC VSM 228: Adult Thigh (38-50cm)

Disposable NiBP Cuffs - Neonatal (box of 10)
ACC VSM 129: Neonatal 1 (3-6cm)
ACC VSM 130: Neonatal 2 (4-8cm)
ACC VSM 131: Neonatal 3 (6-11cm)
ACC VSM 132: Neonatal 4 (7-13cm)
ACC VSM 133: Neonatal 5 (8-15cm)
All Purpose Cuffs (APC) - Reuseable

ACC VSM 195: Infant Cuff (8 -13cm)
ACC VSM 196: Child Cuff (12 -19cm)
ACC VSM 197: Small Adult Cuff (17 - 25cm)
ACC VSM 198: Adult Cuff (23 - 33cm)
ACC VSM 199: Large Adult Cuff (31 - 40cm)
ACC VSM 200: Thigh Cuff (38 - 50cm)

BP Hoses - MK 1 Product

ACC VSM 142: NIBP Hose, 6ft - Adult Paediatric
ACC VSM 143: NIBP Hose, 8ft - Adult Paediatric
ACC VSM 144: NIBP Hose, 8ft - Neonatal

BP Hoses - MK 2 & MK 3 Product

ACC VSM 184: Neonatal Hose 3.5M
ACC VSM 185: Adult Hose 3.5M
ACC VSM 229: Adult Hose for Disposable Cuffs (use with ACC-VSM-223-228)
Nellcor OXIMAX SpO2 Accessories

ACC NEL-DS-100A:
Nellcor Oximax DuraSensor DS100A Adult Finger Clip. (1m / 3ft Cable)

ACC NEL-3220321:
Nellcor Oximax Dura-Y adult multisite sensor (1m / 3ft Cable)

ACC NEL-DOC-10:
DOC-10 Nellcor Oximax interface cable. (3m / 10ft Cable) With 3M Type Connector.

ACC MAX-A (D-25):
Disposable Adult Original Nellcor Oximax SpO2 Sensors (Box of 24)

ACC MAX-P (D-20):
Disposable Paediatric Original Nellcor Oximax SpO2 pt Sensors (Box of 24)

ACC MAX-I (I-20):
Disposable Infant Original Nellcor Oximax SpO2 pt Sensors (Box of 24)

ACC MAX-N (N-25):
Disposable Neonatal Original Nellcor Oximax SpO2 pt Sensors (Box of 24)

Recorder Consumable

ACC VSM 145:
Thermal Paper - Pack of 3
ECG / Respiration

ACC VSM 01:
3 Way Trunk

ACC VSM 05:
3 Way Combined ECG/RESP Patient Cable

ACC VSM 06:
3 Way Flylead set Red, Green, Yellow, (zero)

ACC VSM 146:
5 Way Trunk

ACC VSM 147:
5 Way Combined ECG/RESP Patient Cable

ACC VSM 148:
5 Way Flylead set

ACC VSM 201:
Pre Wired Neonatal electrodes (box of 40 - R,Y,B)
BCI Re-usable SpO2 Sensors

ACC VSM 162:
Ear Sensor

ACC VSM 167:
Infant wrap sensor

ACC VSM 168:
Neonatal Wrap Sensor

ACC VSM 169:
Universal Y Sensor

ACC VSM 170:
Paediatric finger sensor
(5-15Kg)

ACC VSM 171:
Comfort Clip finger sensor
(optional ACCVSM171M)

ACC VSM 188:
8'SpO2 Extension cable - BCI

ACC VSM 232:
Neonatal Tape Attachment (Box of 50)
For use with ACC VSM 168

ACC VSM 233:
Infant Tape Attachment (Box of 50)
For use with ACC VSM 167

BCI Disposable SpO2 Sensors

ACC VSM 163:
Adult finger sensor
(> 45Kg)
- Box 10

ACC VSM 164:
Paediatric finger sensor
(15-45Kg)
- Box 10

ACC VSM 165:
Neonatal finger sensor
(< 3Kg)
- Box 10

ACC VSM 166:
Infant finger sensor
(3-15Kg) - box 10
Disposal NiBP Cuffs (box of 5)

ACC VSM 223: Infant (8-13cm)
ACC VSM 224: Child (12-19cm)
ACC VSM 225: Small Adult (17-25cm)
ACC VSM 226: Adult (23-33cm)
ACC VSM 227: Large Adult (31-40cm)
ACC VSM 228: Adult Thigh (38-50cm)

Disposal NiBP Cuffs - Neonatal (box of 10)

ACC VSM 129: Neonatal 1 (3-6cm)
ACC VSM 130: Neonatal 2 (4-8cm)
ACC VSM 131: Neonatal 3 (6-11cm)
ACC VSM 132: Neonatal 4 (7-13cm)
ACC VSM 133: Neonatal 5 (8-15cm)

All Purpose Cuffs (APC) - Reuseable

ACC VSM 195: Infant Cuff (8-13cm)
ACC VSM 196: Child Cuff (12-19cm)
ACC VSM 197: Small Adult Cuff (17-25cm)
ACC VSM 198: Adult Cuff (23-33cm)
ACC VSM 199: Large Adult Cuff (31-40cm)
ACC VSM 200: Thigh Cuff (38-50cm)
BP Hoses - MK 2 Product

ACC VSM 11: Central - Adult
ACC VSM 12: Central - Infant
ACC VSM 13: Central - Neonatal

ACC VSM 184:
Neonatal Hose
3.5M

ACC VSM 185:
Adult Hose
3.5M

ACC VSM 229:
Adult Hose for Disposable Cuffs
(use with ACC-VSM-223-228)

Temperature

ACC VSM 14: Surface - Adult
ACC VSM 15: Surface - Infant
ACC VSM 16: Surface - Neonatal

ACC VSM 179:
Adhesive Strap (pack of 240)
**Accesories**

**ACC VSM 39:**
- Chart Paper
- Pack of 10

**ACC VSM 40:**
- Chart Paper
- Pack of 100

**ACC VSM 152:**
- Roll Stand And Wall Mount Fixing Plate

**ACC VSM 153:**
- GCX Mobile Cart with Integral storage Basket

**ACC VSM 154:**
- GCX Wall Mount

**ACC VSM 152:**
- Roll Stand And Wall Mount Fixing Plate

**ACC VSM 153:**
- GCX Mobile Cart with Integral storage Basket

**ACC VSM 154:**
- GCX Wall Mount

**ACC VSM 152:**
- Roll Stand And Wall Mount Fixing Plate

**ACC VSM 153:**
- GCX Mobile Cart with Integral storage Basket

**ACC VSM 154:**
- GCX Wall Mount

**ACC VSM 152:**
- Roll Stand And Wall Mount Fixing Plate

**ACC VSM 153:**
- GCX Mobile Cart with Integral storage Basket

**ACC VSM 154:**
- GCX Wall Mount

**ACC VSM 152:**
- Roll Stand And Wall Mount Fixing Plate

**ACC VSM 153:**
- GCX Mobile Cart with Integral storage Basket

**ACC VSM 154:**
- GCX Wall Mount

**ACC VSM 152:**
- Roll Stand And Wall Mount Fixing Plate

**ACC VSM 153:**
- GCX Mobile Cart with Integral storage Basket

**ACC VSM 154:**
- GCX Wall Mount

**ACC VSM 152:**
- Roll Stand And Wall Mount Fixing Plate

**ACC VSM 153:**
- GCX Mobile Cart with Integral storage Basket

**ACC VSM 154:**
- GCX Wall Mount

**ACC VSM 152:**
- Roll Stand And Wall Mount Fixing Plate

**ACC VSM 153:**
- GCX Mobile Cart with Integral storage Basket

**ACC VSM 154:**
- GCX Wall Mount

**ACC VSM 152:**
- Roll Stand And Wall Mount Fixing Plate

**ACC VSM 153:**
- GCX Mobile Cart with Integral storage Basket

**ACC VSM 154:**
- GCX Wall Mount

**ACC VSM 152:**
- Roll Stand And Wall Mount Fixing Plate

**ACC VSM 153:**
- GCX Mobile Cart with Integral storage Basket

**ACC VSM 154:**
- GCX Wall Mount

**ACC VSM 152:**
- Roll Stand And Wall Mount Fixing Plate

**ACC VSM 153:**
- GCX Mobile Cart with Integral storage Basket

**ACC VSM 154:**
- GCX Wall Mount

**ACC VSM 152:**
- Roll Stand And Wall Mount Fixing Plate

**ACC VSM 153:**
- GCX Mobile Cart with Integral storage Basket

**ACC VSM 154:**
- GCX Wall Mount
Temperature

ACC VSM 11: Central - Adult
ACC VSM 12: Central - Infant
ACC VSM 13: Central - Neonatal

ACC VSM 14: Surface - Adult
ACC VSM 15: Surface - Infant
ACC VSM 16: Surface - Neonatal

ACC 179: Adhesive Strap (Pack 240)
Invasive Blood Pressure

ACC VSM 26:
Re-useable Transducer

ACC VSM 27:
Single Line Monitoring kit Red (20)

ACC VSM 28:
Single Line Monitoring kit Blue (20)

ACC VSM 29:
Duel Line Monitoring kit (20)

ACC VSM 30:
Blood Pressure Cable

ACC VSM 31:
Mountin Bracket for two Transducers

ACC VSM 32:
Stand Clamp for Mounting Bracket
ACC VSM 31

ACC VSM 86:
Single Line IBP Cable-Edwards

ACC VSM 87:
Single Line IBP Cable-B&D

ACC VSM 104:
Single Line IBP Cable-Abbot

ACC VSM 109:
Single Line IBP Cable-MEDEX (MX9504 series)

ACC VSM 110:
Single Line IBP Cable-KIMAL/ARROW
Disposable NiBP Cuffs (box of 5)

ACC VSM 223: Infant (8-13cm)
ACC VSM 224: Child (12-19cm)
ACC VSM 225: Small Adult (17-25cm)
ACC VSM 226: Adult (23-33cm)
ACC VSM 227: Large Adult (31-40cm)
ACC VSM 228: Adult Thigh (38-50cm)

Disposable NiBP Cuffs - Neonatal (box of 10)

ACC VSM 129: Neonatal 1 (3-6cm)
ACC VSM 130: Neonatal 2 (4-8cm)
ACC VSM 131: Neonatal 3 (6-11cm)
ACC VSM 132: Neonatal 4 (7-13cm)
ACC VSM 133: Neonatal 5 (8-15cm)

All Purpose Cuffs (APC) - Reuseable

ACC VSM 195: Infant Cuff (8-13cm)
ACC VSM 196: Child Cuff (12-19cm)
ACC VSM 197: Small Adult Cuff (17-25cm)
ACC VSM 198: Adult Cuff (23-33cm)
ACC VSM 199: Large Adult Cuff (31-40cm)
ACC VSM 200: Thigh Cuff (38-50cm)
BP Hoses - MK 2 & MK 3 Product

ACC VSM 184:
Neonatal Hose 3.5M

ACC VSM 185:
Adult Hose 3.5M

ACC VSM 229:
Adult Hose for Disposable Cuffs (use with ACC-VSM-223-228)

Re - usable Sp02 Sensors

ACC VSM 162:
Ear Sensor

ACC VSM 167:
Infant wrap sensor

ACC VSM 168:
Neonatal Wrap Sensor

ACC VSM 169:
Universal Y sensor

ACC VSM 170:
Paediatric finger sensor (5 -15Kg)

ACC VSM 171:
Comfort Clip Finger sensor (optional ACCVSM171M)

ACC VSM 188:
8”Sp02 Extension Cable BCI

ACC VSM 232:
Neonatal Tape Attachment (Box of 50)

ACC VSM 233:
Infant Tape Attachment (Box of 50)
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Disposable Sp02 Sensors (Box of 10)

ACC VSM 163:
Adult finger sensor (>45Kg)

ACC VSM 164:
Paediatric finger sensor (15 - 45Kg)

ACC VSM 165:
Neonatal finger sensor (<3Kg)

ACC VSM 166:
Infant finger sensor (3 - 15Kg)

LOFLO Sidestream CO2 Sensors (Box of 10)

ACC VSM 203: Respironics Adult Nasal
ACC VSM 204: Respironics Paediatric Nasal Cannula
ACC VSM 205: Respironics Infant/Neonatal Nasal Cannula

ACC VSM 206: RespironicsStraight Sampling Line

ACC VSM 207: RespironicsStraight Sampling Line with Filter

ACC VSM 208: RespironicsAdult/Paediatric Airway Adaptor Kit >4mm

ACC VSM 209: RespironicsInfant/Neonatal Airway Adaptor Kit <4mm

ACC VSM 210: RespironicsAdult/Paediatric Airway Adaptor Kit with Filter <4mm

ACC VSM 211: RespironicsInfant/Neonatal Airway Adaptor Kit with Filter <4mm
ECG / Respiration

ACC VSM 01:
3 Way Trunk

ACC VSM 05:
3 Way Combined ECG/RESP Patient Cable

ACC VSM 06:
3 Way Flylead set Red, Green, Yellow, (zero)

ACC VSM 146:
5 Way Trunk

ACC VSM 147:
5 Way Combined ECG/RESP Patient Cable

ACC VSM 201:
Pre Wired Neonatal electrodes (box of 40 - R, Y, B)

ACC SM 148:
5 Way Flylead set